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Abstract i

Target-driven road vehicle suspension
design
LICENTIATE THESIS

Yansong Huang
Department of Mechanics and Maritime Sciences
Chalmers University of Technology

Abstract

This thesis is focused on suspension hardpoint and bushing compliance design
with new reverse engineering methods that are based on kinematics and com-
pliance constraints. The kinematic reverse design method is implemented into a
conceptual front axle development. The results show that, using this method, the
design lead time is reduced by half. It is concluded that the design of the sus-
pension architecture can be more efficient and precise by automatic suspension
design algorithms.

The wheel suspension is one of the most architecture-heavy systems in a car and
much of the car’s overall motion characteristics and limitations are determined by
it. Among other things, electrification, and fierce global competition place ever
higher demands on faster and more efficient development of new vehicle concepts,
even within a classic area such as mechanical wheel suspension design. The wheel
suspension system has many design parameters and prerequisites that have very
complex relations. Traditionally the development process has been dependent on
very skilled engineering teams. A clear bottleneck in the development of a new
wheel suspension today is how to balance the complex performance requirements
and which today require time-consuming calculations to evaluate for each itera-
tion of the design. One solution to the above problem can be to look over the
total development process, from target setting to verification, via re-design or
optimization loops.

Keywords: Kinematics, compliance, suspension, reverse design, target
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Nomenclatures

V [mm/s] Translational velocity at wheel center O for jounce motion
ω [rad/s] Rotational velocity at wheel center O for jounce motion
a [mm/s2] Acceleration at wheel center O for jounce motion
α [rad/s2] Angular acceleration at wheel center O for jounce motion
Vp [mm/s] Translational velocity at Contact patch P for jounce motion
ap [mm/s2] Acceleration at contact patch P for jounce motion
V

′
[mm/s] Translational velocity at wheel center O for steering motion

ω
′

[rad/s] Rotational velocity at wheel center O for steering motion
a

′
[mm/s2] Acceleration at wheel center O for steering motion

α
′

[rad/s2] Angular acceleration at wheel center O for steering motion
V

′
p [mm/s] Translational velocity at Contact patch P for steering motion

a
′
p [mm/s2] Acceleration at contact patch P for steering motion

KA [%] Ackermann percentage
l [mm] Wheel base
δ [deg] Toe angle
γ [deg] camber angle
Rs [mm] Rack travel
FO [KN] Force at wheel center O
Fp [KN] Force at contact point P
M [KN · mm] Torque at wheel

V̂, ω̂ Geometric vectors
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The wheel suspension design faces many challenges and need requirements from
many attributes like ride comfort, handling and steering (kinematics and compli-
ance), see Figure 1.1 as well as packaging, styling, durability, noise and vibration
(NVH) requirements. The design must achieve all these aspects to have the ex-
pected overall behaviors. Most of the kinematic behavior is nonlinear with com-
plex kinematic relationships between parameters and key performance indicators
(KPI) evaluating the wheel motion. Furthermore, compliance further increase the
system nonlinearity and thereby makes the tuning difficult. Packaging is also a
factor that constrains the parameter selection. The complexity of multiple re-
quirements, within a vehicle and within a platform or architecture, is another
important factor compounding the design challenges faced by the concept engi-
neers. Since multilink suspensions are typically employed to accomplish the best
overall performance, it is important to understand this system better by using
new methods to solve complex nonlinear problems in shorter time.

Current methods to verify requirements on wheel suspension design typically
rely on axle level simulations. These simulations are done by multi-body system
software (MBS). Suspension systems are parameterized by springs, dampers, joint
and bushing locations (hardpoints) and compliance, see Figure 1.1. Improvements
are then found by testing different combination of hardpoints and bushing param-
eters. In many cases, this process is manual trial-and-error, and it is thus normally
slow. In some cases, optimization is used, but optimization is typically difficult
to set up and is still rather time-consuming since many simulations are required.
It also takes some time and human guidance to set up the optimizations. The
workflow combines different software tools. Thus, information sharing between
different tools consume a lot of time. Methods for calculating the kinematics of
suspension have been developed [1, 2, 3]. With the help of visualization methods
introduced in [4, 5, 6], engineers can calculate and analyze the kinematics per-
formance directly from given hardpoints. The compliance design mainly concerns
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: Wheel suspension kinematics and compliance [7].

the bushing elasticity. Methods to simulate the compliance behaviors have been
developed [8, 9, 10]. The modelling methods and simulation methods convert the
hardpoints setups and bushing specifications to behaviors reports such as kine-
matic and compliance reports. The axle level targets in this thesis need to meet
the requirements from attribute leaders. The process is time-consuming while the
targets are difficult to meet considering all the attributes, and the fact that the
targets are constantly changing during the vehicle development project. The axle
design iterating with targets are critical parts within complete vehicle develop-
ment processes. Section 1.1 introduces how the wheel suspension development
interacts with the complete vehicle development process, and a method to reduce
the manual iterations.

The project consider here will result in knowledge, methods, and tools for
semi-automatic translation of wheel suspension axle requirements into a suggested
hardpoints and bushing setup. The tool shall be designed for suspension engi-
neers, which will enable agile working method with target-based design and quick
adaption to changing requirements. Concept selection will be much quicker, and
engineers are anticipated to develop a much better understanding of the system.
More time is thereby expected to be available to improve cost, quality, durability,
and weight. One of the tasks in this project is to quantification of how much
quicker and which quality gains have been achieved. Typically, the aim to mea-
sure the time and quality from updated requirements to a new design proposal.
A tool that involves all concept suspension development process is required, and
it should provide a user-friendly interface.
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1.1 Background

A typical development process for passenger car follows a standard flow from
project definition until start of the production. A well-known development pro-
cess ’V model’ is used to break down the whole process into concept phase and
validation phase. Figure 1.2 shows the milestones during the V process. The flow
also shows three groups including complete vehicle, subsystems and components.
Lots of simulations are used to define the targets for each group and verifications.
To achieve certain goal from the complete vehicle perspective, a method called
targets cascading is used to break the targets from top floor to bottom floor. The
break-down process needs to ensure a qualified tuning scopes and correlate the tar-
gets between different subsystems and components. After the concept phase, the
validation phase ensures the targets are meet from each level. The simulations
and prototype cars are used to evaluate both subjective and objective targets.
However, the V process needs to iterate between the concept phase and the val-
idation phase since a huge mount of system balancing and comprising works are
part of the process. Therefore, the development lead time is usually a couple of
years depend on the customer requirements.

A typical development process of a passenger car follows a flow from project
definition to start of the production. A development process can use the ’V
model’ to explain different levels and the mechanisms of requirement setting and
requirement verifying. Figure 1.2 shows both the milestones of the process and the
V model. A vehicle is a very complex product, in terms of many subsystems and
in terms of many requirements to fulfill. A huge amount of iterations is needed
in the development to handle all necessary compromises. To cut the development
time, one arranges the work in levels, here: complete vehicle, subsystems and
components. Still, the development time is usually a couple of years.

To work in levels, the requirements on the complete vehicle performance has
to be cascaded (broken down) to each lower level. To gain time and precise-
ness, nowadays it is customary to cascade more and more on simulations. For
example, at the complete vehicle level, one makes simulations to find out which
requirements to send to each subsystem (e.g.front axle) as well as simulations
that checks if the resulting designs of the subsystems give good enough complete
vehicle performance. Similarly, at the subsystem level, one makes simulations
to find out which requirements to send to each component (link and bushing)
as well as simulations that checks if the resulting design gives good enough axle
performance. The simulations on different levels can, in some design loops, be
replaced with real world tests in rigs, test cars, or driving simulators. Test cars
and driving simulators have the advantage that subjective requirements can be
assessed. In wheel suspension development process, the targets usually come
from the complete vehicle level. The targets are formulated in kinematics and
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Figure 1.2: V development process [7, 11, 12].

compliance performances of the axle. Hence, the design decisions of each axle
include hardpoint coordinates and bushing specifications. Also, springs, anti-roll
bar and damper are design decisions of each axle, but those are not in focus for
this thesis. The hardpoint design influence attributes, for example, packaging,
handling, compliance, durability, ride comfort, NVH and styling. Therefore, the
decision of hardpoint coordinates as bottom level in the V process must go through
several iterations to satisfy the targets from all the attributes. The traditional
knowledge-based trial-and-error method is way too slow especially considering the
high requirements from electric vehicle and increasing active systems. The con-
cept compliance design further complicates the traditional iterate process. Due to
the reasons mentioned above, a method for generating the hardpoint coordinates
and bushing specifications automatically is proposed by the author.

1.2 Research question

The research question is essentially to reverse the simulation process from com-
ponents design to resulting performance measures for an axle. More specifically,
the new idea is to generate the hardpoints and bushing specification from given
targets automatically. The originality of this project is believed to be the reverse
method which represents the human experience. The focus is on reversing the
simulations, to go directly from a set of targets to a limited set of hardpoints
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and bushing setups that fulfil the requirements. From the kinematic perspective,
the method provides certain hardpoints design guidelines with specific linear and
nonlinear targets. The model allows for the introduction of more targets and
hence of reducing the design degree of freedom even further. From compliance
points of view, the research question is to set up the bushing stiffness specification
according to compliance targets. Addition to engineering side, the project aim to
contribute the competence to effectively develop new vehicle concepts of which
the wheel suspension are integral parts. These questions are initialized below:

� How can suspension design be supported by reverse methods to improve the
overall vehicle development process? How to shorten the design lead-time
by using targets oriented reverse design methods?

� Which modelling, virtual methods (simulation, computation) and require-
ment settings are needed to connect between vehicle and suspension design?

1.3 Contribution

The contribution of this work is that it provides an automatic method which sets
the hardpoint and bushing specification from given kinematics and compliance
targets. The method is verified through a case study about a new suspension ge-
ometries for electric vehicle. The thesis provides opportunities for better system
understanding and efficiency of large-scale system optimization in product devel-
opment and product architecture development. The method also gives decision
support and risk assessment in vehicle development through proper insight into
the coupling of product requirements and design parameters in the concept phase.
The contributions and findings are summarized as following:

I. Traditional suspension design methods based on trial-and-error is not effi-
cient. Suspension engineers must meet packaging constraints by relying on
trial-and-error iterative simulations to gradually refine the kinematic perfor-
mance. Simulating suspension behaviors is also time-consuming. Therefore,
a method that reduces the kinematic design lead time has been proposed.
The method presented primarily addresses the kinematic design problem by
reversing the traditional design procedure. The algorithm which starts from
target identification provides design guidelines, including linkage orienta-
tion, length and position. The method includes calculations in two steps.
The first step is to obtain the velocity constraints and to use first-order linear
targets to calculate general motions. Then the hardpoints design guideline
for the first order targets control is provided from the algorithm to design-
ers by indicating the linkage directions. The second step uses higher order
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targets (acceleration and jerk constraints), which can be obtained by partial
differentiation from velocity and acceleration constraints. The exact posi-
tion of the linkage can then be calculated with these higher order targets.
The results show that the general motion, which includes velocity, accelera-
tion, and jerk, is precisely controlled by this method. The result also shows
that the complete design can be approached simultaneously from a feasible
packaging solution and required kinematic setup, and eventually transfers
into a solution that satisfies both packaging and kinematic requirements.
The reverse method helps design engineers search the feasible packaging so-
lutions more efficiently in the early design stages. Furthermore, compared
with previous optimization-based methods, the new method here always pro-
vides unique solutions, which means that the targets and the hardpopints
are uniquely correlated. Therefore, engineers who work with CAE and CAD
parts can always build clear connections to each other by understanding the
influence from both the performance and the packaging side. (Paper A)

II. To meet the complex requirements, the design of a new suspension concept
is usually time-consuming. The suspensions’ kinematics and packaging need
to be considered simultaneously, since they influence each other. A method
or process for how to design for both kinematic requirements and packaging
requirements is developed and demonstrated. The goal of this work is to
invent a new suspension system for a battery electric vehicle with a max-
imized battery volume. The underlying algorithms are used to handle the
kinematics and packaging automatically. Critical improvements during the
development is demonstrated within show cases and subsequently discussed.
The tuning process starts from a suspension used in a traditional combus-
tion vehicle, and eventually is adapted to the needs of a battery electric
vehicle. The automatic kinematic tuning method is used to maintain the
performance targets for each iteration, while the automatic packaging tool
is used to search for a feasible packaging solution. The show cases con-
firm the efficiency of both kinematics and packaging methods. Eventually,
the new suspension layout provides extra 130mm for battery. The results
prove the possibility to synchronize the kinematics tuning and packaging
processes. Thanks to the automatic methods, the design leading time has
been dramatically reduced. (Paper B)

III. The traditional bushing tuning method involves an optimization process in
Adams Car or any other multi-body simulation software. Although it pro-
vides reliable results, it is a time-consuming process to build models for
the complete kinematics and compliance analysis. Therefore, a method to
reduce the bushing tuning time has been proposed. It applies the reverse al-
gorithms to calculate the bushing stiffness values along the link directly from
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the compliance targets for a given hardpoint setup, and provides guidelines
for the proper bushing design in the early phase of the concept development.
The method includes the calculation of motion ratios and force distribution
as a function of the hardpoint setup. So, regardless of the compliance targets
and bushing stiffness values, these ratios remain constant as long as hard-
points are unchanged. Further, these ratios are used to study the possible
effect on the wheel orientation if bushings are used as a bushing sensitivity
study. Then the exact stiffness of the bushings at the inner hardpoints is
calculated by specifying the compliance targets. (Paper C)

1.4 Thesis outline

The presented contributions are appended with papers. The thesis will further
discuss the methods for nonlinear suspension steering kinematics design at section
3.1, and section 3.2 introduces a method design the conceptual bushing compli-
ance. Section 3.3 combines the two methods above and integrates them into the
overall suspension development process. A front suspension is used as demon-
stration example in section 3.3. Chapter 4 discusses the method used for reverse
design. Chapter 5 summarizes the work with a discussion, conclusion and future
work.





Chapter 2

Review of appended papers

The work has been divided in two parts. They are the kinematic reverse design
method and the compliance reverse design method. An algorithm presented in
Paper A is focused on automatic hardpoints design method for a rear axle. A pro-
posal using Jacobian differentiation of the position constraints is used to generate
hardpoints with given targets. A new process to reverse-engineer a geometry set
based on kinematic performance constraints is proposed. The method also applies
to a front axle. Section 3.1 discusses the new targets for the front axle. Since
a larger steering angle is required from the front axle, an algorithm that helps
the design of Ackermann percentage is presented at Section 3.1.2. An important
concept to achieve the automatic hardpoint tuning method is the control points
which discussed in Paper A in section 4.2.1. Therefore, the inputs to the automatic
hardpoint design method are categorized as the targets and the control points.
Paper B illustrates how the suspension packaging problem solved by changing the
control points. It shows an efficient way of working to combine the automatic
packaging method and the automatic hardpoint setting method. Paper B uses
new developed method to investigate a concept design for electric vehicle. The
goal is to design a new rear suspension concept to maximize the battery space.
The work involves lots of design iterations for both kinematics and packaging. The
method is developed to automatically set up the hardpoint according to targets,
which has been approved as an efficient way to reduce the manual iterations. The
control point concept also shows a great potential to reduce the packaging iter-
ations together with the automatic packaging method. The kinematics method
sets a good baseline for a concept suspension. However, to deliver a sufficient
concept model, suspension compliance is also important to be designed efficiently.
Paper C shows a method for suspension compliance design. The goal is similar to
the kinematic design method. The bushing stiffnesses are calculated from given
compliance targets. The method uses the superposition principle with linearized
suspension model. The algorithm has three steps namely calculation of motion

9
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ratios, force distributions and the reverse method using linear algebra. The results
from Paper C shows a good match between the input targets and the simulated
results. Section 3.3 shows an idea combining the kinematics method and the
compliance method as a workflow for concept suspension design. An example is
used to demonstrate the methods. In the end, the results show a pipeline that
well connects the methods mentioned in different parts. It can help the concept
suspension design in an efficient way.



Chapter 3

Method and results

3.1 Suspension kinematic design for front axle

The kinematic design of a steerable front suspension is time-consuming. The front
suspension of a passenger car should ensure a high level driving dynamic and
smooth steering feeling. Therefore, the requirements applied on characteristic
curves are demanded. The characteristic curves included steering and jounce
motions need to be tuned carefully to secure the targeted kinematic behaviors.
The targets that reflect the suspension steering performance have been studied in
a large scope [17, 19, 18]. Some targets can be measured from geometrical setup
[20, 21], and some targets can be defined through mathematic expressions, for
example, Paper A. Optimizations are employed to solve the kinematic problem
in different formats [16, 22, 23]. The author has the ambition to fully automatize
the hardpoint development process by pre-select the targets. The objective of this
chapter is to provide a method that automatically tune hardpoints with given
performance targets, and it also considers the packaging constraints. The method
consists of several algorithms that take care of different optimization routines.
First, the method optimizes the linearized constraint matrices by means of given
performance targets as input, and then the second optimization routine takes care
of Ackermann behavior on top of the first optimization. In the end, a hardpoints
configuration is proposed by the automatic method. It was found that the method
can handle the complex design task by considering all the targets simultaneously,
and the shorted design lead time shows the capability of the proposed procedure.

3.1.1 Nonlinear behaviors of steering motion

Paper A has identified a scope of targets as they are shown in table 3.1 and
3.2. These tables reflect the targeted performance of a steerable rear axle. For a
steerable front axle, the targets need to be modified to fulfil the evaluation criteria.

11



12 Chapter 3. Method and results

The pre-selected targets for the font axle are shown in next section called target
identification.

1st Bump Steer 2nd Bump Steer 3rd Bump Steer
1st Bump Camber 2nd Bump Camber 3rd Bump Camber

1st (Kinematic) Anti-squat 2nd Anti-squat 3rd Anti-squat
1st (Kinematic) Anti-lift 2nd Anti-lift 3rd Anti-lift

1st Roll center height (RCH) 2nd RCH 3rd RCH

Table 3.1: Jounce targets for steerable rear axle.

Hub Trail
Scrub Radius
Kingpin offset
Caster trail

Wheel load lever arm (WLLA)

Table 3.2: Steering targets for steerable rear axle.

Target identification

For a steerable front axle, the focus should be on the steering motion, which is
why it cannot only change numerical values of the targets from a rear axle. It is
motivated to change the targets from the ones in tables 3.1 and 3.2 to the ones in
tables 3.3 and 3.4. Note that the number of targets is kept the same. However, the
second order hub trail and kingpin offset are replaced by the change of the caster
angle and the kingpin angle. The change of these two angles implicitly controls
the camber change versus steering angle. The requirement on the second order
kingpin-offset is usually not critical, and second order hub trail is more related to
drive shaft design.

1st Bump Steer 2nd Bump Steer
1st Bump Camber 2nd Bump Camber

1st (Kinematic) Anti-squat 2nd Anti-squat
1st (Kinematic) Anti-lift 2nd Anti-lift

1st Roll center height (RCH) 2nd RCH

Table 3.3: Selected jounce targets for front axle.
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Hub Trail 2nd kingpin angle
Scrub Radius 2nd Scrub Radius
Kingpin offset 2nd Caster angle
Caster trail 2nd Caster trail

Wheel load lever arm (WLLA) 2nd WLLA

Table 3.4: Steering targets for front axle.

Most of the targets that are shown in tables 3.3 and 3.4 are identified in Paper
A. The rest of the targets are identified here. To define the measure of the target,
the general motion at wheel center assume to be known. The method to derive
the general motion is described in Paper A. The general motion V

′
, ω

′
, a

′
, α

′
at

wheel center and V
′
p, a

′
p at contact point can be calculated using same method.

2nd kingpin angle =
1

1 + ω′2
x

ω′2
z

· α
′
x

ω′2
z

(3.1)

2nd Scrub Radius =
(a

′
pxcos(δ)− a

′
pysin(δ))ω

′

δ − α
′

δ(V
′
pxcos(δ)− V

′
pysin(δ))

ω
′2
δ ω

′
z

(3.2)

2nd caster angle =
1

1 +
ω′2
y

ω′2
z

· α
′
y

ω′2
z

(3.3)

2nd Caster trail =
(−a

′
pxsin(δ)− a

′
pycos(δ))ω

′

δ − α
′

δ(−V
′
pxsin(δ)− V

′
pycos(δ))

ω
′2
δ ω

′
z

(3.4)

2nd WLLA =
a

′
pzω

′

δ − α
′

δV
′
z

ω
′2
δ ω

′
z

(3.5)

where,

ω
′

δ = −ω
′

xtan(γ)sin(δ)− ω
′

ytan(γ)cos(δ) + ω
′

z

α
′

δ = −α
′

xtan(γ)sin(δ)− α
′

ytan(γ)cos(δ) + α
′

z

Method to reverse the analysis

From Section 3.1.1, the general motions V, ω, a, α for jounce motion and V
′
,

ω
′
, a

′
, α

′
for steer motion at wheel center can be calculated from targets which

are shown in tables 3.3 and 3.4. The control points explained in Paper A are
used to interact with the packaging conflicts. Furthermore, to fully automatize
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Figure 3.1: Pre-set parameters for front axle.

the program, some other parameters are given as inputs. The additional inputs
are chosen as Fz, F

′
y, C

′
x and C

′
y.

The optimization process follows the similar method as stated in Paper A. The
inner and outer hardpoints can be calculated from the method.

3.1.2 Design algorithms considering Ackermann angle

The Ackermann percentage KA measures the turning property with large steering
angle. Usually at least 20 to 30 percent are required from a passage car to ensure
a smooth turning without tire-wear problem. To ensure a reasonable Ackermann
percentage, the suspension needs to be carefully designed. The maximum steer-
ing angle left δL and right δR need to be controlled in such a way that achieve
required Ackermann percentage. Figure 3.2 shows the parameters to identify the
Ackermann percentage.
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Figure 3.2: Configuration of Ackermann angle.

With maximum rack travel, the Ackermann percentage measures the difference
between the Ackermann angle 100% and the real angle between δL and δR. The
Ackermann angle 100% is defined respect to inner angle (left) at this case. δAM,100%

can be expressed through triangular relationship,

δAM,100% =
l − xouter

Rinner − yinner + youter
(3.6)

with the expression of δinner,

δinner =
l + xinner

Rinner

(3.7)

then,

δAM,100% =
l − xouter

l+xinner

tan(δinner)
− yinner + youter

(3.8)

Therefore, the expression of Ackermann percentage KA will be,

KA =
δinner − δouter

δinner − δAM,100%

· 100% (3.9)

For left turning is shown in figure 3.2, δinner means δL, and δouter means δR.
The maximum left steering angle δL is considered as the toe change because of the
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Figure 3.3: Maximum steering angle.

hardpoint change from C to CL. Figure 3.3a shows the δL related to hardpoint
C. Similarly, figure 3.3b shows the δR related to CR.

The position constraints for suspension system in figure 3.1 are modelled at
[24] in section 3.1.1. The method to reverse the Ackermann percentage design is
started by considering the input targets. Table 3.5 shows the input parameters
for Ackermann percentage control targets. Rs is the maximum rack travel as per
side. δL is inner turning angle at maximum rack travel. δR is outer turning angle
at maximum rack travel. The optimized hardpoint is C ′. According to [24] and
Paper A, hardpoint component C ′

z is controlled by the jounce target 1st Bump
Steer, the hardpoint C ′ and C can be calculated through an optimization program.
Combined with section 3.1.1, all hardpoints can be calculated according to tables
3.3, 3.4 and 3.5.

δL
δR
Rs

Table 3.5: Ackermann angle control targets.
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3.2 Suspension compliance design

The compliance design of wheel suspension involves many components. Bushing
elasticity is one of the most important compliance factors that significantly influ-
ences the driving behavior. The deformations of the bushings change the wheel
orientations when forces are applied on the tire contact patch. Another impor-
tant factor of the bushing compliance is to provide a comfort driving experience
by isolating the vibrations from road irregularities. However, the driving comfort
and driving dynamics are often in conflict and need to be balanced in terms of
bushing compliance design. Specifically, lateral force steer and brake force steer
are closely related to safety and stability and compromises must be minimized.
The wheel compliance behavior is the combined elasticity effect of all the bush-
ings. The sensitivity analysis helps engineers to understand the critical bushing
for certain compliance attributes, but optimal balancing is complicated to under-
stand. The combination of each individual bushing stiffness must be carefully set
to achieve an acceptable level of all the attributes. A method to set the bushing
specifications automatically according to the compliance targets is proposed by
author. The method makes sure the instant motion of wheel meets the targets.
The bushing stiffness is calculated according to force distribution and the motion
ratio between wheel and each bushing. The method decouples the axial stiffness
and radial stiffness. It provides a method to set up the radial stiffness automat-
ically. The new method will reverse the traditional trial-and-error approach, to
avoid extensive iterations and significantly reduce the development time.

3.2.1 Linear reverse method

Consider a five link suspension with the bushings only at inner hardpoints, see
figure 3.4. The design goal is to set the correct bushing stiffness that allow wheel
move in the correct direction. To avoid the kinematic effect due to the spring
travel. In this method, the spring is assumed to be rigid, and only the stiffness
along the link directions are considered. The method will be dedicated with three
parts, targets definition, motion ratio, and force distribution. A linear algebra
using superposition method will decouple the bushing effect and solve the stiffness
issue.

3.2.2 Compliance targets

The wheel motions under certain force which applied on the tire contact patch
are described using compliance targets. The targets describe the motion mainly
under braking force and lateral force. Table 3.6 shows the selected targets. The
combined compliance effects from all the bushings need to meet the targets in
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Figure 3.4: Bushing model.

order to provide safe and stable driving behaviors. The targets monitor the toe
δ, camber γ, and other motions of wheel center O and contact point P . The
definitions are shown in the equations 3.10-3.14.

Brake steer
Longitudinal compliance

Wind-up stiffness
lateral force steer

lateral force camber

Table 3.6: Compliance targets.

Brake steer =
δ

Fpx

(3.10)

Longitudinal compliacne =
Ox

FOx

(3.11)

Wind-up stiffness =
∠Oy

Fpx

(3.12)

Lateral force steer =
δ

Fpy

(3.13)
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Lateral force camber =
γ

Fpy

(3.14)

The targets identified above are the motion gradients from the combined bush-
ing effects. Therefore, the targets should be identified as time derivatives from
equations 3.10-3.14. To simplify the expression, static toe and camber angle as-
sume to be zero. Then the targets are modified as following expressions.

d

dt
Brake steer =

ωz

Fpx

(3.15)

d

dt
Longitudinal compliacne =

VOx

FOx

(3.16)

d

dt
Wind-up stiffness =

ωy

Fpx

(3.17)

d

dt
Lateral force steer =

ωz

Fpy

(3.18)

d

dt
Lateral force camber =

ωx

Fpy

(3.19)

Motion ratio calculation

To capture the motion of wheel center O from the movement of the individual
bushing, the motion ratios need to be calculated according to kinematic con-
straints. A model-based linearized constraint was introduced by Matschinsky [1].
This section will modify the method and obtains the motion ratios between the
wheel center and bushing radial direction. To model the kinematic constraints,
two types of constraints are shown in figure 3.5. They are distinguished by spring
link and support link. The motions at wheel V̂O and ω̂O are interested with the
given velocity at hardpoints A, B, C, D, and E. Equation 3.20 shows the motion
depend on the hardpoint and input velocity at each inner hardpoint. Assume a
constant velocity v is applied on each inner hardpoint, therefore the motions at
wheel center O are proportional to v for each specific hardpoint configuration.

[V̂i
O, ω̂

i
O] = fi(HP, V̂i) (3.20)

where,

i = A,B,C,D,E

To calculate the motion at the wheel center O, the velocity constraints for
the spring link and the support links need to be constructed. To simplify the
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Figure 3.5: Motion ratio calculation.

expression, the unknown parameters are V̂D′ , ω̂O, and ω̂D.

For spring link,

V̂D′ + ω̂D × LD′D = V̂D = v · êD′D (3.21)

(V̂D′ + ω̂D × LF ′D) · êF ′F = 0 (3.22)

where,

LD′D = d(D′D), d is the euclidean distance

LF ′D = d(F ′D), d is the euclidean distance

eD′D is unit vector of LD′D

eF ′F is unit vector of LF ′F

For support links,

(V̂D′ + ω̂O × LD′i′) · Li′i = Li′i · V̂i (3.23)

where,

Li′i = d(i′i), d is the euclidean distance

i = A,B,C,E
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In addition to the constraints from equation 3.21 and equation 3.23. The
rotation of link LD′D needs to be specified, for example, ω̂D · LD′D = 0. The
equations can be written as matrix format with unknown parameters ω̂O, ω̂D, and
v̂D′ . The velocity at hardpoint D′ and the rotational velocity can be calculated
using linear algebra. The velocity at wheel center O can be calculated from
equation 3.24,

V̂O = V̂D′ + ω̂O × LOD′ (3.24)

For given hardpoints, the motion ratios can be obtained by given input velocity
at each inner hardpoints.

[V̂i
O, ω̂

i
O] = f(|V̂i| = v, |V̂else| = 0) (3.25)

where,

i = A,B,C,D,E

[V̂i
O, ω̂

i
O] = fi(v) (3.26)

where,

i = A,B,C,D,E

Force distribution

From equations 3.21, 3.22 and 3.24, it is possible to form a linear matrix to solve
the kinematic constraint equations to capture the motion at wheel center O. The
input velocities from A, B, C, D and E can be expressed as the bushing deforma-
tions along the link directions for a particular load case. The bushing deformations
are calculated using Hooke’s law equation F = −K · x. Where, K is the bushing
stiffness and if there is a force F acting on the bushing, it deforms by the amount
x in the direction of equilibrium position. Therefore, it becomes necessary to
calculate the forces acting on each bush. The wheel suspension system can be
divided into individual parts to calculate the force distribution using free body
diagram. FPx, FPy, FPz and MPx, MPy, MPz be the input forces and moments at
the tire contact point in the tire coordinate system. As this paper doesn’t focus
on the tire, the suspension knuckle and the tire can be considered as a single rigid
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body.

The force equilibrium equations for the knuckle:

F + FA · êA′A + FB · êB′B + FC · êC′C + FD · êD′D + FE · êE′E = 0 (3.27)

where,

F =



FPx · cos(toe) + FPy · sin(toe)
FPy · cos(toe)− FPx · sin(toe)

FPz




Taking moment equilibrium about point D′:

(M + (LOD′ × F )) + FA · (LA′D′ × êA′A) + FB · (LB′D′ × êB′B)

+ FC · (LC′D′ × êC′C) + FE · (LE′D′ × êE′E) = 0
(3.28)

where,

M =



Mx
My
Mz


+ (LP,O × F )

Notice F and M are the forces and moments at the wheel center in the global
coordinate system.

Force equilibrium equations for links can be:

−Fi · êi′i +Ki · Si · êi′i = 0 (3.29)

where,

Ki = Bushing radial stiffness at D

Si = Bushing deformation at D

i = A,B,C,E

Considering the forces are acting along the link direction i′i and the moment equa-
tions are eliminated. However, for spring link the moments need to be included
due the forces from the spring itself.

Force equilibrium equations for spring link:

−FD · êD′D +KS · S · êF ′F +KD · SD · êD′D = 0 (3.30)
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Taking moment equilibrium about Point D:

−FD · (LDD′ × êD′D) +KS · (LDF ′ × êF ′F ) = 0 (3.31)

From all these equations, a linear force matrix equation can be formed to cal-
culate the force distribution at different joints and bushings for a particular input
load case, and the ratios Fi

FPx
, Fi

FPy
, Fi

FPz
for different bushings are calculated. In

general, for a given hardpoint setup, the forces in the bushings can be represented
as a function of the input force at the tire contact point or at the wheel center.

[Fi] = gi(Fj) (3.32)

where,

i = A, B, C, D, E

j = Px, Py, Pz, Ox, Oy, Oz (Input forces at contact point P or at wheel center O)

3.2.3 Target-driven method to set up bushing radial
stiffness

From equation 3.27, it is possible to get the motion ratios V̂ i
O/vi and ω̂i

O/vi for ev-
ery input at i = A,B,C,D,E. Combining all these equations and allowing bushing
deformation to be considered as the input, it is possible to calculate the contribu-
tion of each bushing on a particular compliance target. Considering brake steer
δA as the steer effect caused in the suspension system by the bushing at point A,
it can be written as,

δA =
ωOz

vA
· SA (3.33)

The bushing deformation SA can be written as SA = FA/KA

δA =
ωOz

vA
· FA

KA

(3.34)

δA =
ωOz

vA
· Fpx · FA

Fpx

· 1

KA

(3.35)

δA
Fpx

=
ωOz

vA
· FA

Fpx

· 1

KA

(3.36)

In the equation above it can be seen that the terms ωOz/vA and FA/Fpx are con-
stant as they are the motion ratio and the corresponding force distribution ratio.
The constant terms can be expressed as ωBF

z A for brake force load case.

δA
Fpx

=
ωBF
zA

KA

(3.37)
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Similarly,
Wind-up stiffness:

∠Oyi
Fpx

=
ωBF
yi

Ki

(3.38)

Lateral force steer:

δi
Fpy

=
ωLF
zi

Ki

(3.39)

Lateral force camber:

γi
Fpy

=
ωLF
xi

vi
(3.40)

where, i = A,B,C,D,E

For longitudinal compliance, the brake force input is considered to be acting
directly at the wheel center. So, the term corresponding to moment generated
at wheel center due to forces at tyre contact point can be ignored in the force
distribution equations for this case.
Longitudinal compliance:

Xi

FOx

=
VOXi

Ki

(3.41)

The overall compliance target can be considered as the sum of the individual
bushing contribution. So overall brake steer is calculated as,

δ

Fpx

=
δA
Fpx

+
δB
Fpx

+
δC
Fpx

+
δD
Fpx

+
δE
Fpx

(3.42)

δ

Fpx

=
ωBF
ZA

KA

+
ωBF
ZB

KB

+
ωBF
ZC

KC

+
ωBF
ZD

KD

+
ωBF
ZE

KE

(3.43)

Considering 5 compliance targets, 5 linear equations can be formed and from the
given compliance target inputs, the bushing radial stiffness can be calculated by
inverse matrix operation.
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ωBF
ZA ωBF

ZB ωBF
ZC ωBF
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(3.44)

3.3 Target-driven kinematics and compliance de-

sign

Paper A and section 3.1 describe the reverse kinematic design method for the front
and rear suspension. Paper C and section 3.2 describe the reverse compliance
design method. A flow combining the kinematic and compliance design methods
will be discussed in this section and the method used in Paper B and Paper
C will be demonstrated with a case study in this section. Figure 3.6 shows a
flow connecting the kinematics and compliance reverse method for the concept
development. The input to the program is the kinematic targets, the control
points and the compliance targets. The output is the hardpoints and the bushing
specifications. Two judgement processes are involved in the automatic process
to check the packaging related issues. Although Paper B shows an automatic
packaging method, an expert review is still needed to confirm the quality of the
results.

3.3.1 Targets and control points data

The kinematic targets that are shown in figure 3.6 are tabled in tables 3.7, 3.8, and
3.9. The control points are tabled in A.1. The kinematics reverse algorithm will
create hardpoints with given input from the kinematics targets and the control
points. As a result, the generated hardpoints are shown in table A.2. The next
step is to calculate the bushing radial stiffness from compliance reverse algorithm.
The compliance targets are shown in table 3.10 are given as input. Then, the
bushing stiffness can be generated from the compliance reverse method.
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Figure 3.6: Flowchart for concept suspension development.

Target Value
1st Bump Steer 5.97[deg/m]

1st Bump Camber -11.94[deg/m]
1st (Kinematic) Anti-lift 0.45[%mm/mm]
1st (Kinematic) Anti-dive -9.44[%mm/mm]

1st Roll center height (RCH) 67.37[mm]
2nd Bump Steer -2[(deg/m)/dm]

2nd Bump Camber -12.17[(deg/m)/dm]
2nd Anti-lift 1.41[%/dm]
2nd Anti-dive 0.73[%/dm]
2nd RCH -200[mm/dm]

Table 3.7: Jounce targets data.
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Target Value Target Value
Hub Trail 1.27[mm] 2nd kingpin angle -0.094[deg/deg]

Scrub Radius 3.63[mm] 2nd Scrub Radius 2[mm/deg]
Kingpin offset 19.94[mm] 2nd Caster angle -0.05[deg/deg]
Caster trail -31.02[mm] 2ndCaster trail 2[mm/deg]

Wheel load lever arm (WLLA) 0.25[mm] 2nd WLLA 0.033[mm/deg]

Table 3.8: steering targets data.

Target Value
δL -43[deg]
δR 35[deg]
Rs 90[mm]

Table 3.9: Ackermann angle targets data.

Target Value
Brake steer 0.024[deg/kN]

Longitudinal compliance 11048.5[N/mm]
Wind-up stiffness -0.036[deg/kN]
lateral force steer -0.032[deg/kN]

lateral force camber 0.015[deg/kN]

Table 3.10: Compliance targets data.

3.3.2 Results

The kinematics simulation results are shown in figure A.1 and the Ackermann
behavior are shown in figure 3.8. The simulation result in figure A.1 reflect the
targets in tables 3.7 and 3.8. The result matches the targets with small deviation.
For example, figure 3.7a from the figure A.1d shows the results of the 1st Bump
Steer and the 2nd Bump Steer. The red dashed line shows the slope of bump
steer at wheel center. The 2nd Bump Steer is 1.7 [(deg/m)/dm] instead of 2
[(deg/m)/dm] from table 3.7. This is due to the fact that toe δ and camber γ
are assumed to be constant when the second order expressions are derived. The
simplification causes the deviation of the 2nd Bump Steer. The changes of toe δ
and camber γ can be considered to improve the match between the input target
and simulation result. However, the simplification reduces the complexity for
high order expression. The change of toe δ and camber γ can be excluded by
assuming constant value for each simulation step. Figure 3.7b shows that the 2nd
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Figure 3.7: Simulation result of bump steer include the effect from toe and camber changes
(a), and exclude the effect from toe and camber changes (b).

Bump Steer matches the input targets from table 3.7 when simulation excludes
the effect from toe and camber changes. This proves that the reverse algorithm
works properly.

The Ackermann behavior also matches the targets in table 3.9. Figure 3.8a
shows that the steering angle is 43 deg. for left turn and 35 deg. for right turn with
90 mm rack travel. The simulated results are well-matched with the input targets,
which proves that the algorithm works well. Figure 3.8b shows the Ackermann
percentage which is calculated using equations 3.6-3.9.
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Figure 3.8: Simulation results.

The bushing stiffness that is shown in table 3.11 is the results from the com-
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pliance reverse algorithm. Figure 3.11 summarizes the simulation results in figure
A.2 and the bushing stiffness from the compliance reverse method. The simu-
lation results that use the bushing stiffness from reverse method give the same
value as input target in figure 3.10. Figures A.2b, A.2d, A.2f, A.2h, A.2j show the
behaviors of the compliance. The value at wheel center position very well matches
the input targets. Therefore, it can be approved the compliance algorithm reverse
the compliance design problem successfully. The results from kinematics, Acker-
mann percentage and compliance behaviors prove that the flow shown in figure
3.6 works well. The hardpoints given in table A.2 and visualized in figure 3.1 fit
the design requirements. Furthermore, the compliance behaviors with generated
hardpoints have been well controlled by compliance reverse method. The radial
stiffness along the link direction has been automatically calculated by the method.
The results prove the reverse method works efficiently.

Bushing Value Simulation result Value
A 30000[N/mm] Brake steer 0.024[deg/kN]
B 6000[N/mm] lateral force steer -0.032[deg/kN]
C 60000[N/mm] lateral force camber 0.015[deg/kN]
D 16000[N/mm] Wind-up stiffness -0.036[deg/kN]
E 32000[N/mm] Longitudinal compliance 11048.5[N/mm]

Table 3.11: Bushing stiffness and simulation result.





Chapter 4

Discussion

The thesis has discussed the important kinematic design method and compliance
design method, and Paper B also shows how they are interacting with the packag-
ing method. The discussion in Chapter 4 will bring some important topics related
to the reverse design methods. The limitation of the particular methods is also
discussed in this chapter. Some intuitive thinking about the future development
and improvements will be used to support the argumentation.

4.1 Hierarchical development process

Figure 1.2 shows a traditional V development process. It requires huge mount of
iterations between different levels. With the work of target-driven reverse design
method, it is possible to automatize one part of the traditional V process. Figure
4.1 highlights a partly automatized process between subsystem level and compo-
nent level. The components are built automatically according to the component
targets, and the subsystem is built consider the best configuration of the compo-
nents. Therefore, it will be possible to simplify the V process into a hierarchical
process which is shown in figure 4.2. As figure 4.2 indicates a much cleaner process
to reduce the iterations between subsystem level and component level.

To fully automatize the complete development process is extremely difficult.
The method in this thesis only works on kinematics and compliance parts. Some
other important attributes such as styling, NVH, durability, structural compliance
are not included. All the attributes need to be carefully considered achieving
an excellent design. Although the concept development has the limited scope,
the work beside the kinematics and compliance is also playing an important role.
Beyond the difficult of other important attributes, the goal is replacing the manual
iterations by using automatic algorithms. From this perspective, it is still valuable
to develop the automatic design algorithms to reduce the development lead time.

31
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Figure 4.1: Automatized V development process.

4.2 Flexible targets selection

The fundamental idea of the target-driven method is to ensure the design satisfies
the targets. However, both kinematics and compliance reverse methods give a
fixed scope of selected targets. This is not realistic for real engineering problem. In
the suspension development, carry over parts and common parts within platform
are common. It means that the component design cannot always be optimized
to the performance. Instead, complexity and cost sometime play a critical role.
Therefore, a flexible target selection method is needed to balance the overall
attributes.

The program mentioned in Paper A given a full scope of targets that can
individually be controlled to influence the performance in the best way. However,
with pre-fixed hardpoint, some targets are correlated to other targets. It means
the targets must be re-balanced. The program also needs to be modified for such
purpose. However, it will be difficult to take all the conditions into a universal
program. One way to solve it is to provide a flexible program with subroutine
that the customer can customize the program.
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4.3 Connect to complete vehicle

The interaction between the complete vehicle and its subsystems are not consid-
ered for this thesis. However, the thesis focuses on better component design and
subsystem design which is used to improve the behaviors of complete vehicle. So,
an efficient flow that connects the subsystem to complete vehicle is also important.
There exist the targets cascading method such as [13]. The interest would be to
integrate the target-driven reverse method with the targets cascading method in
higher level.

4.4 Explore machine learning method

Another interesting factor is exploring how the machine learning method can be
used to further reduce the remaining manual work. As artificial intelligence (AI)
technology is rapidly growing with more complex nonlinear engineering problems
that can be solved by such computational method [25, 26]. AI has evolved in
different domains, from playing Atari games, to continuous control reaching su-
perhuman intelligence. Combining machine learning into suspension design area
is quite new. For example, reinforcement learning has potential to deploy into
suspension development process [27]. It provides the evidences that the machine
learning methods has potential to increasing the competence to effectively develop
new vehicle concept.
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4.5 Application

The reverse method significantly improve efficiency of the kinematics and the
compliance design. Thus, it is possible to test a new concept with the support of
reverse design method.

Paper B shows a new invented suspension system with carry over targets from
combustion engine vehicle to maximize the battery space for electric vehicle [fig-
ure 4.3]. This paper demonstrates three showcase studies to solve the packaging
issues. During the transformation from a suspension from internal combustion
engine (ICE) vehicle to a battery electric vehicle (BEV) adapted suspension, the
hardpoints are tuned in such a way that the kinematic behaviors are remaining as
much as possible, and the subframe is being moved backward in order to create
space for battery. To balance the overall kinematic performance, certain compro-
mises are done for case study 2 and 3. With the traditional trial-and-error method,
the tuning process is extremely time-consuming because the tuning loops for kine-
matics and packaging have to be considered simultaneously. With the automatic
tuning method, the kinematics and packaging work are done automatically. Then
engineers only need to synchronize the optimization results and adjust the opti-
mization setups if some conflicts are detected. This new method improves the
working efficiency dramatically thanks to the automatic tuning algorithms.

Figure 4.3: Application:Optimized Rear-Axle Concept for Battery Electric Vehicle.

Another application using the reverse design method to lower the engine hood
with new invented front suspension [figure 4.4]. With rising customer expec-
tations and additional requirements stemming from the electrification, today’s
suspensions need to fulfill an increasing number of requirements such as aerody-
namic efficiency, driving properties are defined more specifically and the use of
carry-over-parts is growing. Moreover, the package volume has a huge effect on
the exterior design as well. This leads to complications in the pre-development
process. A typical problem is the sequence of development steps: if a completely
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new suspension has to be defined, is it more important to optimize the hard points
and adjust the part geometry accordingly or vice versa? The common approach
of a trial-and-error method is time-consuming, since the design of a suspension
concept takes days of engineering work.

This approach is demonstrated by designing an optimized five link suspensions
for battery-electric vehicles. Additionally, the shape of the suspension volume
should be modified in a way, that the height of engine hood can be lowered.
Therefore, the aerodynamic behavior has potential to be improved. Furthermore,
the new design language for electric car can be achieved with a lowered engine
hood. It is found that a feasible solution is possible.

Figure 4.4: Application:Automated Methods for the suspension pre-development.





Chapter 5

Summary

5.1 Conclusion

The target-driven suspension design method reverses the traditional simulation
based trial-and-error method. The goal is to reduce the design lead time, thus a
later change in a project is possible. Furthermore, an innovative suspension con-
cept can be developed much easier with the reverse design method. The target-
driven method also creates a bridge between subsystem design and component
design. It means once the targets are set by attribute leader, the method will
automatically bring the design into component level. This allows the design engi-
neers focus on other important design factors other than waiting for simulation.
The reverse design algorithm also provides an interface that packaging engineer
and vehicle dynamic engineer can communicate more efficiently. The results at
section 3.3.2 prove the methods from section 3.1 and section 3.2 work efficiently.
For a suspension concept development, section 3.3 proposes a flow that combined
both kinematics and compliance methods. With the discussion from chapter 4,
the method even connects to the complete vehicle level in a structured way. A
flexible algorithm will meet the requirements from variable concept design tasks.
Some innovation ideas using the reverse method are shown and proposed in section
4.5. The target-driven suspension design method significantly change the way of
working in wheel suspension development. It makes the team working in a more
agile way. The proposed method reduces the design lead time significantly, thus
the development can quickly be adapted to the challenge from market changes es-
pecially for electric vehicles. As a result, an agile way of working is truly boosted
by the target-driven suspension design method.
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5.2 Future work

Future work should focus on further improving the reverse design method and
adapting the method to more different design scenarios. The research to investi-
gate the influence of kinematics and compliance behaviors from control point is
interesting. How can the structural compliance contribute to the overall wheel
suspension behavior? A template model of the structural behavior and adaption
of the design with structure compliance targets is also of great interest. The re-
verse compliance method controls the nonlinear compliance behaviors with axial
and radical stiffness is another important topic. The nonlinear bushing model
should be able to use in the reverse algorithms as well. The connection to the
complete vehicle is also important, using state-of-the-art methods such as rein-
forcement learning to automatically set the best suspension tuning parameters to
fulfill the complete vehicle attributes.
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Appendix

A.1 Hardpoint data

Table A.1: Control point

Control point data Control point data

Ox 0 Do
x -39

Oy -817 Do
y -348

Oz 191.6 Do
z 55

Ao
x -105 Eo

x 331
Ao

y -456 Eo
y -392

Ao
z 607 Eo

z 92

Bo
x 177 F ′

y -636
Bo

y -443 Fz 863
Bo

z 582 - -

Co
x -117 - -

Co
y -355 - -

Co
z 89 - -

The unit of hardpoint use millimeter [mm]
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Table A.2: Hardpoint list

Control point data Control point data

Ox 0 - -
Oy -817 - -
Oz 191.6 - -

Ax -94.5 A′
x 15.87

Ay -479 A′
y -721.1

Az 607.8 A′
z 616.1

Bx 152.7 B′
x 59.6

By -501.3 B′
y -725

Bz 590.3 B′
z 621.9

Cx -120.9 C ′
x 156.1

Cy -393.3 C ′
y -743.3

Cz 87.1 C ′
z 69.9

Dx -36.9 D′
x -17.2

Dy -385.1 D′
y -723.4

Dz 53.6 D′
z 41.1

Ex -277.8 E ′
x 12.3

Ey -456.4 E ′
y -777.54

Ez -88.3 E ′
z 69.71

Fx 60.2 F ′
x -22.3

Fy -367.6 F ′
y -636

Fz 863 F ′
z 44.4

The unit of hardpoint use millimeter [mm]

A.2 Simulation results
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Figure A.1: Result from kinematics simulation.
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Figure A.2: Result from compliance simulation.
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